
YOU ARE MORE 
THAN A NUMBER

Understanding Somatotypes
BODY WEIGHT = EATING + ACTIVITY + BODY COMPOSITION

Body composition plays a major role in our weight, size,

and shape. It is determined by our somatotype which is

a genetic trait received at birth. Diet culture has taught

us to focus on how food and fitness influence weight,

shape, and composition with little focus on the

somatotype influences and limitations. It's time to take

a closer look at this important genetic reality. 
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We are each an experiment of one and our somatotype is unique to us. The pictures on the

previous page show how our body expresses somatotypes. Let's take a closer look at each

one since there are some defining characteristics.

Ectomorph - Tend to be naturally thin with a smaller frame and skinny limbs.

Shoulders tend to be narrow in width and the chest tends to be flat. Experience a

more difficult time gaining weight because of a fast metabolism that burns calories

efficiently and building muscle mass is difficult. 

Ecto-Mesomorph - Generally a tall and lean build with a small frame. Shoulders

tend to be medium in width but the chest, while still flat, has slightly more

definition. These individuals also have a relatively fast metabolism that burns

calories efficiently but building muscle mass is still more difficult. 

Meso-Ectomorph - Tend to display a more athletic physique with a medium-large

frame and muscle mass. Display more of a rectangular shape with an ability to gain

muscle but also retain fat easier than the ecto-mesomorph. 

Mesomorph - A naturally athletic physique with a large bone structure with a hard

body with well-defined muscles and a rectangular shape. These individuals gain

muscle and lose weight easily but can also retain fat more easily than ectomorphs. 

Meso-Endomorph - Tend to display athletically broad shoulders with a large frame

and muscles. While they also have a rectangular shape, their muscles are not as well

defined but they are strong. Fat stores more easily than individuals that are

mesomorphs and tends to be in the abdominal area. 

Endo-Mesomorph - Naturally solid and generally soft with slightly less abdominal fat

stores than Endomorphs. Tend to have a round physique, relatively broad shoulders,

and a more stocky build with thicker arms and legs. Muscles are strong especially in

the legs with a relatively defined chest. This individual gains muscle but retains fat

reserves very easily due to a medium to slow metabolism. 

Endomorph - Also naturally solid and generally soft with a round physique that is

short and stocky in build with thick arms and legs. Has strong muscles especially in

the lower body with an ability to gain muscle. However, these individuals have a slow

metabolism causing them to easily hold fat reserves. 



Understanding Your Body Shape

Your genetically determined somatotype determines your body shape. Some

individuals are blessed with a somatotype that allows them to easily develop

defined muscles or eat whatever they want without gaining weight. Marketers

have fed into diet culture to hold these body types up as the norm and

something we should use their diet plan, product, or fitness routine to

achieve. That my friends is nothing more than propaganda designed to feed

diet culture, sell merchandise and promote fitness programs at the expense

of our self-esteem and bank account. 

Take a closer look at your body and become familiar with your somatotype

and its strengths and weaknesses. Focus on being healthy and whole at every

size by learning to make the most of the somatotype you were born with as

you learn to love yourself inside and out. 

We are here to help you find your way. 
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